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Congratulations! You are the proud owner of the healthiest baby cradle currently available in Australia, 100%
Australian-Made with Australian Timber, Quality Handcrafted and Organic! --- IMPROVED VERSION
Organature® Cradles are made with true hardwood, Victorian Mountain Ash (a eucalypt species), obtained from
controlled logging from a mill 80 km away. Timber coming direct from this mill to our workshop minimizes carbon
footprints. It also prevents the need for the timber to be fumigated. Did you know that all timber products imported into
Australia must be treated with toxic chemicals before entering the country? That’s why we only use and recommend
Australian-Made Beds and Bedroom Furniture, crafted from quality Australian Harwood Timber. This cot is made with a
minimal amount of specially sourced glue sandwiched firmly between timbers, which dries rock hard within 10-15
minutes and therefore cannot out-gas chemicals either.
THIS COMPLETE BABY CRADLE PACKAGE INCLUDES:




Australian Hardwood Cradle and Hammock.
Organic Cotton Mattress.
Organic Muslin Curtain.

ORGANATURE® CRADLE HAMMOCKS, CURTAINS AND MATTRESSES are made without chemicals; they are made with
100% Certified Organic Cotton Fabric and Filling --- No fire retardants, no fumigation, no moth proofing, no chemical
‘Ultra Fresh’, in short “No Harmful Chemicals” at all.
Ensure this cradle is safely assembled according to the instructions.
1. To hold the sides firmly in place, straps have been placed on the sides as well as the ends. To assemble match
numbers on ends of the timber bars and curtain pole with numbers on the frame.
2. Using the key supplied, loosely assemble the bottom bars then proceed to the top bars. Thread the hammock
loops on to one bar at a time, and loosely assemble each bar as the hammock is threaded on.
3. Once all bars are in position tighten bolts only with key provided --- do not overtighten once the bolt feels tight -- do not tighten any further as this may pull the insert nuts out of position.
4. You may have to ’wriggle’ the bolt and nut so that they ’home’ properly. Do not force to tighten. If they do not
screw easily, they may be ’mis-threaded’. Do not continue, but unscrew and start again.
5. Position curtain pole in place on the outside of frame with bolts from the inside and the nuts supplied on the
outside of the curtain pole using the key supplied.
6. The cradle was fully assembled and checked before packing.
7. All timbers were fine sanded, however sometimes slight ‘Furring’ of timber may occur. This can be avoided by
using a natural oil followed by a gentle polish with fine polishing steel wool or 150 grit sandpaper after oil is dry.
Organature® use and recommend ‘Livos’ oil. Should you not wish to use oil, a light sanding with 150 grit
sandpaper will smoothen this furring.
Rest assured, you are giving your baby the best start possible, with this safe, secure AND healthy bed.

